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HowSpecialIs the SpecialRelationship?
Usingthe Impact
of U.S. R&DSpilloverson U.K.Firms
as a Test of TechnologySourcing
By RACHEL GRIFFITH, RUPERT HARRISON,
There is a consensus among economists and
policymakers that an importantpart of global
economic growth arises from the transfer of
ideas from the leading-edge countries to those
behind the technological frontier. The mechanisms underlying this technology transfer are
poorly understood, however, and microeconometric evidence on the quantitativeimportance
of the internationalspillover process remains
thin.1 In addition, the firm-level evidence on
spillovers that does exist tends to be from single
countries, and the bulk of these single-country
studies are from the United States (US), which,
as technological leaderin most industries,probably has least to gain from other countries'
innovative efforts.
Case studies and the business press have long
emphasized the importance of "technology
sourcing" as a method of gaining access to
foreign knowledge, and several recent studies
have suggested that this is an increasingly im-
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portant motivation for locating R&D abroad.2
Underthis view, firmscan tap into leading-edge
knowledge by setting up R&D labs abroad to
"listenin" on new ideas anduse these to improve
productivity.The main contributionof our paper
is to provide rigorous evidence for technology
sourcing from the US by exploiting firm-level
panel data from the United Kingdom(UK). UK
firmsoffer a particularlygood testinggroundfor
this hypothesis because the UK is both less
technologically advanced than the US and has
historically close linkages to US-based inventors.3For example, in 1993, near the beginning
of our sample, affiliates of UK firms located in
the US spent $2.2 billion on R&D, equivalentto
14 percent of total business R&D in the UK.
The same percentages for Japan and Germany
were 3 percentand 8 percent,respectively.4We
examine whether the US R&D stock (conditional on UK R&D) had a strongerimpact on
the total factor productivity(TFP) of UK firms
that had more of their inventors located in the
US than on other UK firms. We use the pre1990 location patternsof UK firms, as revealed
in individualfirms' patent statistics, to mitigate
the endogeneity problem arising from the fact
that UK firms may choose to locate R&D in the
US in response to the 1990s technology boom.5

2 See, for example, Maximilianvon Zedtwitz and Oliver
Gassman (2002) and Manuel Serapio and Donald Dalton
(1999), and the references therein.
3 In the "marketsector" (i.e., excluding health, education, and public administration)labor productivity was
about 40 percent higher in the US than in the UK in 1999
(US TFP was about 20 percent higher).
4 In 1997, of the seven largestforeign researchcentres in
the US, five were owned by UK companies (Serapio and
Dalton, 1999). In our data, more than one-third of the
patentsgrantedto UK firms and registeredat the US Patent
Office had their lead inventors located in the US.
5 R&D intensity by business enterprisesin the US (Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
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FIGURE 1. US R&D

GROWTH AND "PRODUCTIVITY GROWTH PREMIUM" FOR UK FIRMS
WITH A HIGH PROPORTION OF US INVENTORS

Notes: The verticalaxis is the "productivity
premium"for UK firmswith stronginventorpresence
in the US between 1990 and2000 (i.e., the differentialin annualaveragelaborproductivitygrowth
for our UK firmswith above-medianUS inventorpresence,versusthose with below-medianUS
inventorpresence).The horizontalaxis is average annual growth in US R&D stock. Shaded
industriesare those with largestUS-UK TFP gap over the period (i.e., where UK firms had the
"most to learn").Industrypoints are weighted by numberof firms in our sample. There is a
positive relationshipacross all industries,and it is strongestin the "high-gap"sector.

We illustrate our identification strategy in
Figure 1. The horizontalaxis shows the average
annualgrowthof the US R&D stock by industry
between 1990 and 2000. On the vertical axis,
we plot the mean "productivitypremium"for
UK firms that had a substantialproportionof
inventors located in the US (i.e., the difference
in productivitygrowthbetween UK firmswith a
high proportionof their inventorslocated in the
US priorto 1990 and UK firmswith zero or low
US inventor presence). It is clear that the productivity premium is larger in those industries
where the US had faster R&D growth. Furthermore, the shaded industriesare those where the
US alreadyhad a substantialtechnological lead
over the UK in 1990 and where, presumably,

Business Expenditure on Research and Development
(BERD) data) rose significantlyduringthe early 1980s, fell
back in the early 1990s, and reboundedstrongly from 1994
onward. Much of the early 1980s increase was due, however, to defence-relatedR&D, which fell back rapidly after
1988. The growth in civil R&D intensity was strongest

duringthe 1990s (civil R&D is likely to have greaterinternational spillover potential than military R&D).

UK firmshad the most to learn.For these "highgap" sectors, the upward-slopingrelationshipis
particularlystriking.
Figure 1 does not control for many other
confounding influences, and the paper uses a
variety of econometric methods to deal with
input endogeneity, unobserved heterogeneity,
and selectivity. Even after controlling for these,
we find that UK firms that had more of their
inventive activity located in the US prior to
1990 benefited disproportionately from the
growth in US R&D in the 1990s. According to
our estimates, US R&D during the 1990s was
associated with 5-percent-higher TFP for UK
manufacturing firms in 2000 (about $13 billion), with the majorityof the benefits accruing
to firms with an innovative presence in the US.6
Needless to say, our estimates presenta lower
bound on the full benefits of US R&D to the rest
of the world. They provide, however, a salutary
warning to policymakers who seek to boost
6 Value added in UK manufacturingwas e154 billion in
2000, about $250 billion at prevailing exchange rates.
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sluggish European growth through incentivizing multinationalsto repatriateUS R&D back
towardEurope.7This could be self-defeating if
overseas R&D helps channel international
spillovers to Europeancountries. From the US
point of view, our results suggest that while US
R&D does generate large spillover benefits for
the rest of the world, foreign firmsmust actually
invest in innovative activity in the US in order
to reap the full returns.
Our research has links to several strandsin
the literature.First, thereis much work suggesting that knowledge spillovers are partly localized and that being geographically close to
innovatorsmatters.8We build on this work by
focusing on the location of inventors within
firms across geographic boundaries. Second,
except for some aggregatestudies,9most of the
work on multinationalsfocuses on the benefits
to the recipient country of inward FDI.'o In
contrast,we examine whether outwardinnovative FDI to specific industriesin a leading-edge
country has beneficial effects on home country
productivity. Third, although some recent research has examined the evidence for technology sourcing throughpatent citations," we are
7 The EuropeanUnion has set itself the targetof increasing R&D expenditure located in member countries to 3
percent of GDP by 2010.
8For example, see Adam Jaffe et al. (1993), David
Audretsch and Marion Feldman (1996), and Wolfgang
Keller (2002). Paul Almeida and Bruce Kogut (1999) show
that the inter-firm mobility of engineers is importantfor
localized spillovers. Adam Jaffe and Manuel Trajtenberg
(1999) find that, even after controlling for other factors,
inventors residing in the same country are typically more
likely to cite each otherthaninventorsfrom othercountries,
and that these citations tend to come sooner. They also find
that localization fades over time, but only slowly.
9 For
example, see Brunovan Pottelsberghede la Potterie
and FrankLichtenberg(2001).
~ For example, see Wolfgang Keller and Stephen
Yeaple (2003) for recent US evidence, and Beata Smarzynska (2004) for evidence from Lithuania.
"
Lee Branstetter(forthcoming)uses patent citations to
measure the role of foreign direct investment by Japanese
firms in the US in mediatingflows of knowledge between
the two countries. He finds that knowledge spillovers received by the investing Japanesefirms tend to be strongest
via R&D and productdevelopmentfacilities, which is consistentwith our findings.TomokoIwasi and HiroyukiOdagiri
(2004) claim that Japanese research facilities foster the
innovative activity of the investing parentfirm using crosssectional evidence. Jasjit Singh (2005) uses patentcitations
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aware of no studies that consider empirical evidence for technology sourcing in terms of its
effects on firm-level productivity.12We also
show that cross-countrypatent citations (at the
firm level) are consistent with our results, but
we believe that the impact of US technology on
foreign firm performancemay not be fully revealed in patentcitations,as some of the knowledge createdis tacit ratherthancodified. This is
capturedin our TFP results, but would be overlooked if we focused only on citations.
The structure of this paper is as follows.
Section I sets out the empiricalmodel and Section II describes the data. Section III presents
the empirical results, and a final section concludes. Further details of the data and models can be found in the Web Appendices (http://
0_app.pdf).
www.e-aer.org/data/decO6/2004091
I. The EmpiricalModel
Our basic approach follows Zvi Griliches
(1979) and many subsequentpapers by including measures of the external knowledge stock
available to the firm in a firm-level production
function.In our main specification,we consider
a conventional Cobb-Douglas productionfunction for firms in the UK, augmented with industry-level domestic and foreign external
knowledge stocks:
(1)
itKit RitDOMESTICjt FORE

IGN jt

it=

where i indexes a firm, j indexes the firm's
industry,and t indexes the year. Yi,is real value
added, Ai, is a productivity shifter (discussed
below), Li, is employment, Ki, is the physical
capital stock, Ri, is the firm's own R&D stock,
to investigate the role of multinational subsidiaries in
knowledge diffusion. He finds that greater multinational
subsidiaryactivity increases cross-borderknowledge flows
between the host country and the multinationalhome base.
12 Lee Bransetter(2001) enters the US R&D pool in a
Japanese productionfunction and finds a positive, but insignificant,coefficient. He does not allow the effect to differ
with Japaneseinventorpresence in the US, however (a test
of technology sourcing). In addition,the authoris not confident in the quality of the Japanese R&D stock data, because of the short time span (p. 72).
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and DOMESTIC,and FOREIGNjare the R&D
stocks in the firm's industryin the UK and the
US, respectively.13 Our main interest in this
paper is whetherthe effect of the foreign external knowledge stock on productivity(captured
by Yi2) depends on the geographic location of
the firm's innovative activity. We assume that
the elasticities of value addedwith respectto the
domestic and external knowledge stocks are a
linear function of firm-specificmeasures of the
location of innovative activity,
(2)

Yil =

0

+ 82WUK;

Yi2 =

1

UWs,

.+2

where W"s denotes the share of a firm's innodenotes the
vative activity in the US and WiUK
shareof a firm's innovativeactivityin the UK.14
We interpreta positive estimate of 42 as evidence of knowledge spillovers associated with
technology sourcing from the US. We parameterize the productivityshifter as
(3)

InAit =

3

+
WS -

3WiK +

sZit +

it,

where zi, are controls such as demand shifters
and 8it is a stochastic errorterm whose properties we discuss in the next section. Using lowercase letters to denote natural logarithms (i.e.,
x = In(X)), we obtain our empiricalmodel:
(4)

Yit = cxllit + Okkit + arrit,

+ 01domesticjt+ 4, foreignj,

+ 02(WiK* domesticjt)
+

j +
2(W~/S*foreignjt)

+ OUK
3

a'z

3WS/S

Eit.

13 We investigated using other foreign countries as well
as the US, but found no evidence of technology sourcing
effects. This is not to say that the UK learns only from the
US; ratherthe US is by far the most importantpartner.
14 Again we investigated alternative functional forms,
but these did not change the main qualitative results. In
particular,we discuss robustness tests using the absolute
volume of foreign innovative activity, ratherthan the relative amountof foreign innovative activity (i.e., the number
of US inventors,ratherthan the proportionof all inventors
located in the US).
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A. EconometricIssues
There are a number of econometric issues
involved in estimating firm-level production
functions such as equation (4). The basic issue
is how to deal with the endogeneityof the firm's
input choices in the presence of unobserved
heterogeneity. Our basic approachfollows the
"System" General Method of Moments (SYSGMM) approachof Richard Blundell and Stephen Bond (2000). We comparethese resultsto
those from an extension to the methodof Steve
Olley and Ariel Pakes (1996) and to simple
OLS estimates. Econometric details are containedin on-line Appendix B, but we note some
features here.
The generic problem of estimating a firm
production function is that the firm's input
choices are likely to be correlatedwith the productivity shock, eit (Jacob Marshak and William H. Andrews, 1944). We assume that the
= tt +
+
residual term has the form
0i Uit,
,it
where year dummies (t,) control
for common
macro effects; the unobservable firm component (ri) is allowed to be correlatedwith the
factor inputs (lit, ki,, ri,), but assumed uncorrelated with the location of innovative activity
and all industry-levelvariablesand
(WfS, WfUK);
the residual productivity shock (ui,) may be
correlatedwith the factorinputs.'"Assumptions
over the initial conditions yield moment conditions for the levels equations which can be
combined in a system with the traditionalmoment conditions for the first differenced equations (generatedby assumptionsover the serial
correlationpropertiesof the ui, term). In both
equations we essentially use lagged values to
construct instrumental variables for current
variables.
The Olley-Pakes (OP) algorithmis based on
a structuralmodel which generates a two-step
method. In the first step, we obtain a consistent
estimate of the labor coefficient (ao) using a
nonparametricapproachto sweep out the correlation of variable inputs with the unobservable productivitystate. In the second step, we

15 In the robustnesssection, we discuss in detail methods
of conditioning on observables to control for the compoor WiUK.
nents of s-i that might be correlatedwith WiUS
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obtain the parameterson the quasi-fixed inputs
(cxk,

Oyr)

using nonlinear least squares. We also

control for selection effects using the OP approach in a nonparametricmanner.
Whetherwe use OLS, GMM, or OP, we still
have the intrinsic problem that the coefficients
on our R&D spillover terms may reflect other
shocks correlatedwith demandor supply.16We
attemptto control for such biases by including
industry fixed effects and other industry variables in the z vector (such as sector-level demand terms and industry-specifictime trends).
We also try using lags of the spillover terms,
which should be less affected by contemporaneous shocks. The key variableof interestfor us
is the coefficient on the interaction term between the location weight and foreign R&D
WJs * foreign,). Thereis
(42, the coefficient on
no obvious reason why there would be an upward bias to this interactionterm, even if there
were upward bias to the linear international
the coefficient on
spillover term
(41, is that WiJKandforeignj).
A related concern
WiJsare
choice variables for the firm, and may thus be
correlatedwith firm- or industry-level technological shocks in a way that undermines our
identificationstrategy.To mitigatethis problem,
we use presample information to construct
W~K and Wf's. This ensures that the locational
variables are not affected by shocks that also
directly affect firm-level outcomes during the
sample period.'7 This strategyassumes that the
firm did not locate R&D in the US in anticipation of positive shocks to productivity.While
we cannot rule out such behavior, the fact that
the firm's patents are the result of R&D decisions taken many years prior to the period over
which we estimate the production functions
means that such biases are likely to be small.
A final worry is thatour empiricalmeasureof
Wits may be proxying for other nonlocational

16 See CharlesManski (1993) for a general discussion of
the "reflection"problem.Note that this is more likely to be
a problem for the coefficients on the domestic R&D spillover terms (0k, 02) than the foreign R&D spillover terms
(41,
since UK firmsproducemore domesticallythanin
the US.
17 This has the disadvantagethat firms may have moved
their inventive activity over time. This should, however,
bias against us finding evidence of technology sourcing.
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aspects of firms' activities (e.g., "absorptivecapacity"or technologicalproximity)or noninnovation-relatedaspects of the firm (e.g., its sales
in the US). Since we have no convincing exogenous instruments for the location of firms'
innovative activity, we cannot directly identify
the treatment effect of location on access to
R&D spillovers. Instead, we carefully test for
these alternativeexplanationsin the results section by bringingothertypes of datato bearupon
the problem,including the technologicalprofile
of firms' patenting and the geographical location of firms' sales.
II. Data
Our main datasetis a panel of 188 manufacturing firms listed on the London Stock Exchange in 1985. These firms account for a large
proportionof UK R&D activity: in 1996, near
the middle of our sampleperiod,theircombined
R&D expenditurewas e5.1 billion, comparedto
total UK manufacturingbusiness expenditure
on R&D of e7.3 billion.'8 To this panel we
match informationon all the patents taken out
by these firms at the US Patent and Trademark
Office (USPTO) since 1975 (using the NBER/
Case WesternPatentsdataset).19Table 1 shows
that firms in our sample had 38,160 patents. Of
these patents, 37 percent had the lead inventor
located in the UK (column 2, Table 1), compared to only 3 percent of all USPTO patents
(column 4, Table 1). This is unsurprising,since
these are all firms listed on the London Stock
Exchange. A further39 percent of the patents
taken out by our UK firmshad the lead inventor
located in the US. This illustrates the importance of the US as a location for the inventive
activity of UK firms, but it may also reflect the
fact that we are using USPTO patents rather
than UK or EuropeanPatent Office patents.20

18 These totals are not exactly comparable,since one is
based on published accounts while the other is taken from
the official BERD data.
19 The patents were matchedto firms using the name of
the assignee. This was done manuallyusing a registerof the
names of all subsidiariesof firms in our sample.
20 A general bias toward US inventors should not be a
problem for our results. It would be a problem only if the
bias systematicallyvaried with the growth in the US R&D
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TABLE 1-COUNTRY OF INVENTOR

Country of
inventor

(1)
Number of patents
matched to our UK firms

(2)
% Share of patents
matched to our UK firms

(3)
% Share of patents
matchedto US firms

(4)
% Share of all
USPTO patents

UK
USA
Japan
Germany
France
Other
Total

14,058
14,856
2,886
1,647
1,117
3,596
38,160

36.8
38.9
7.6
4.3
2.9
9.4
100

1.1
92.3
1.5
1.3
0.9
2.9
100

3.0
55.7
18.8
7.9
3.0
11.6
100

Notes: First two columns give lead inventorlocation for patentsmatchedto the 188 UK firms in our sample. Column3 gives
the lead inventorlocation for a sample of 570 US firms from Hall et al. (2001). Final column gives lead inventorlocation for
all patents registered at the US Patent Office between 1975 and 1998.

For comparison, we use similar data on US
firms based on the match between Compustat
and the USPTO conductedby Bronwyn Hall et
al. (2001, 2005). The distributionof inventorsin
these firms is shown in the third column of
Table 1, wherewe see thatonly 1 percentof lead
inventorswere locatedin the UK, comparedto 92
percentin the US. This illustratesone of the reasons why it would be hardto examinetechnology
sourcingfrom US data alone.
Table 2 gives some furtherdescriptivestatistics on our UK firm sample. Since all these
firms are listed on the Stock Exchange, they are
larger than typical UK firms (the median employment is 1,795). Full details of the data constructionare in on-line Appendix A.
The key variable of interest is inventive activity in the US, denoted WsS. Our basic measure of this is constructedas the proportionof
the firm's total patentsappliedfor between 1975
and 1989 (Pi) where the lead inventoris located
in the US (PiS)21 We construct the equivalent
which representsthe
for the UK, denoted WfUK,
share of patents where the lead inventor is located in the UK. Both Wis and WfKequal zero

stock. In addition,almost all UK patentsof significantvalue
are registeredwith the USPTO.
21 Patentshave been used as indicatorsof the location of
inventive activity in a large numberof papers. For discussions of the advantagesand disadvantagesof patents statistics in general, see Griliches (1990). For discussions of
the use of patents statistics as indicators of the location
of inventive activity, see Bart Verspagen and Wilfred
Schoenmakers(2004) and Zoltan J. Acs et al. (2000).

if the firm applied for no patents during that
period. Our firm panel of R&D and production
data runs from 1990 to 2000, so the location
measures are based purely on presampleinformation. As discussed above, this ensures that
the location measuresare not affected by shocks
that affect firm-level outcomes duringthe sample period.22This measure of the geographical
location of inventive activity discardsvariation
over time, but changes in patentingfrom year to
year would not be a good representationof the
changing location of R&D.
An alternativedefinition of Wis (or WIUK)is
simply to use the absolutenumberof US inventors (PfS). Although we investigate this alter-

native approach empirically, normalizing
is
by the firm's total number of patents (Pi)P.S
attractiveon several grounds.First, the number
of US inventors is highly correlated with the
total numberof patents (the correlationcoefficient is 0.9 across firms in the sample) so an
interaction term between PUS and US R&D
could simply be picking up the effect that more
innovative firms find it easier to absorbinternational spillovers.23By contrast, PUS/pi is not
significantlycorrelatedwith the total numberof
patents(the correlationcoefficient is 0.02). Second, using the shareavoids conflatingour loca-

22 We also tried a measure of Wi that used data only in
the 1990s. This gave similar but slightly strongerresults.
23 In the robustness section, we investigate whether the
absolute amount of inventive activity by a firm helps in
"absorbing"internationalspillovers.
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STATISTICS
TABLE2-DESCRIPTIVE

Firm-level variables
Employees
Value added (em)
Capital stock (em)
R&D stock (em)
R&D stock/value added
Wis location measure
W's location & citation
W~s loc. & cit. within 3 yrs.
WiK location measure
WIK location & citation
WfrK loc. & cit. within 3 yrs.
Industry-levelvariables
In(UK R&D stock)
In(US R&D stock)

Mean

Median

Standarddeviation

11,256
390
549
152
0.160
0.351
0.317
0.121
0.272
0.064
0.014

1,795
50.4
51.1
1.8
0.047
0.213
0.194
0.016
0.019
0.000
0.000

29,167
960
1477
627
0.276
0.382
0.351
0.172
0.350
0.132
0.046

7.264
9.798

7.674
9.572

1.381
1.241

Notes: Sample includes 188 firms, 1990-2000; all monetaryamounts are in 1995 currency,
deflated using OECD two-digit industryprice deflator;firm-level value added is constructed
as the sum of total employment costs, operatingprofit, depreciation,and interest payments;
capital stocks and R&D stock are constructedusing a perpetualinventory method.

tional measure with different propensities to
patent across industries.
In orderto show thatour measureof inventor
location is capturingwhat we want, we consider
refiningit in two ways. We focus on patentsthat
can be seen to be drawing on: (a) US-based
R&D, and (b) very recent technological developments. A key theme in the literatureis that
technology sourcing is not the only motivation
for firms to locate innovativeactivity abroad.In
particular,firms may conduct R&D overseas in
orderto adaptexisting technologies to new markets. Our empirical approachto this issue is to
use data on citations to focus on patentsthat are
most likely to represent technology sourcing
behavior. Consider two extreme cases for a
patentowned by a UK firm but invented in the
US. The first is where the patentcites only other
patents owned by the same parent firm and
whose inventors were located in the UK. This
patent is more likely to representactivity associated with adapting an existing technology to
the US market.The other extreme is where the
patent cites many other patents not owned by
the parent firm and whose inventors were located in the US. This patent is more likely to
represent technology sourcing behavior. We
want to investigatewhetherthereis evidence for

technology sourcing behavior in productivity
outcomes, so we focus on the latter.
To implementthis approach,our second measure of WJKand Wis (denoted location & citation in Table 2) uses only patentsthat cite other
patentswhose lead inventorswere located in the
same country and were not owned within the
same parentfirm. This measure of W~isis thus
equal to the proportion of the firm's patents
where: (a) the lead inventoris located in the US,
and (b) the patentcites at least one other patent
whose lead inventorwas located in the US and
which was not owned by the same parentfirm.
Our third, and most refined,measureof WfiK
and Wis (denoted location & citation within 3
years in Table 2) is the same as the second
measure,except it also uses informationon the
time lag between the citing and cited patent.
Technology-sourcing behavior is likely to be
associated with gaining access to pools of
"tacit"knowledge. Given that knowledge created recently is more likely to have tacit characteristics, we include only citations to patents
whose application date is no more than three
years priorto that of the citing patent.The third
measureof WUisis thus equal to the proportion
of the firm's total patents where: (a) the lead
inventoris located in the US, and (b) the patent
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cites at least one other patentapplied for within
the previous three years, whose lead inventor
was located in the US, and which was not
owned by the same parentfirm. If the technology sourcing hypothesis is correct,the relationship should become strongeras we move from
the least refinedto the more refinedmeasuresof
WiUs.Descriptive statistics on our measures of
WUKand Wi7s are presented in Table 2.
III. Results
We start by presenting our main results,
which use variation in the location of innovative activity across UK firms to identify technology sourcing from the US. We then look
across UK industries, which vary in their distance to the technological frontier. We expect
to see stronger technology sourcing effects
for firms in UK industries where there is
"most to learn" from the US. Finally, we
carry out a number of robustness exercises to
examine whether our interpretation of Wi as
representing the location of innovative activity is robust to a range of measurement issues
and alternative hypotheses.
A. Main Results
The main results from our R&D augmented
production functions are presented in Table 3.
Columns 1 and 2 present the OLS results.
Column 1 does not impose constant returnsto
scale in labor and capital, while column 2
does.24 Columns 3 through 5 present SYSGMM results and column 6 presentsthe OlleyPakes results. Column 3 contains the basic
measure of location (i.e., the proportionof inventors based in the US), whereas the next two
columns present the refinementsbased on citation patterns discussed above. These refined
measures aim to capture technology sourcing
behavior by firms more accurately. In all columns, the coefficient on the labor-capitalratio is
similar to the OLS case (about 0.65, close to

24The hypothesis of constant returns to scale is not
rejectedin the SYS-GMM results and is marginallyrejected
for OLS.
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labor's share in value added). The estimated
elasticity with respect to firm-specificR&D is
positive and correspondsto a privateexcess rate
of returnto R&D of about 14 percent for our
average firm, which is similar to that found in
other studies.25Diagnostic tests are presented
(bottom of the table) for first- and second-order
serial correlation in the first-differenced residuals. We cannot reject the hypothesis of no
serial correlation at the 5-percent level for
second-order serial correlation in ui,. This
justifies the use of levels dated (t - 2) as
instruments in the difference equation and
differences dated (t - 1) as instrumentsin the
levels equation.26A Sargan-Hansentest of the
overidentifyingrestrictionsis not significantat
the 5-percent level, and neither is a Sargan
difference test of the extra moment conditions
implied by the levels equation, indicating that
our instrumentsare valid.
Turningto our main variablesof interest,the
coefficient on the key interactionterm (42) between US inventor location and the US R&D
stock is positive and significantat the 5-percent
level across all specificationsin Table 3, except
in column 3, where it is significant at the 10percent level. This is consistent with a technology sourcing interpretation:UK firms with a
stronger inventor presence in the US benefit
disproportionatelyfrom US R&D spillovers. In
all the GMM specifications,the linearUK R&D
stock is also positive and significant,suggesting
the existence of domestic spillovers, in addition
to international spillovers from technology
sourcing. The linear US industry R&D stock
and the interaction between WiUKand UK
25 For example, Griliches (1992) reports estimates of
private excess rates of returnranging from 10 percent to
over 50 percent. The private rate of returnis calculated as
S* (Y/R), which at the average UK firm's R&D stock
intensity is 0.023 * 6.25 = 0.14.
26 In addition,none of the key results is sensitive to more
conservative assumptionsover endogeneity (i.e., if we allow for higher-orderautocorrelationby dropping all the
instruments back one period). In this experiment we
droppedall instrumentalvariables dated (t-2) in the differenced equations and used only instruments dated (t-3)
through(t-5). Similarly,we replacedinstrumentsdated(t-1)
with instrumentsdated (t-2) in the levels equations. Even
with these more conservative timing assumptions,the key
interactionterm has a coefficient of 0.173 with a standard
errorof 0.055 in the context of a column 5 specification.
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FUNCTIONS
TABLE3-R&D-AUGMENTED PRODUCTION

Estimationmethod
Dependent variable

Location weight: Wi

(1)
OLS

(2)
OLS

(3)
GMM

(4)
GMM

(5)
GMM

In(Y)i,

In(Y/K)i,

ln(Y/K)i,

In(Y/K);,

Location

Location

Location &
citation

In(Y/K)i,
Location &
citation within
3 years

0.658
(0.046)
-

0.649
(0.063)
-

0.650
(0.064)
-

0.645
(0.067)
-

-

In(L/K),
labour-capital
0.620
In(L),
labour
(0.057)
0.343
In(K)i,
(0.042)
capital
0.029
In(R&D),
firm R&D stock
(0.008)
W * In(US R&D)j,
% inventors in US * In(US industry
R&D stock)
WiK * In(UK R&D)j,
% inventors in UK * In(UK
industry R&D stock)
In(US R&D)j,
US industryR&D stock
In(UK R&D)j,
UK industryR&D stock
WIUs
% inventors in US
WUK
% inventors in UK
Firms
188
Observations
1794
1st-orderserial correlationtest
(p-value)
2"d-orderserial correlation
(p-value)
Sargan difference test
(p-value)
Sargan test of overidentifying
restrictions(p-value)

(6)
Olley-Pakes
In(Y),
Location &
citation within
3 years
-

0.012
(0.007)
0.076
(0.024)

0.023
(0.012)
0.068
(0.037)

0.024
(0.011)
0.085
(0.032)

0.022
(0.011)
0.174
(0.054)

0.597
(0.042)
0.305
(0.071)
0.014
(0.006)
0.130
(0.061)

0.035
(0.022)

0.028
(0.030)

0.093
(0.094)

0.401
(0.289)

0.081
(0.521)

0.050
(0.118)
0.273
(0.165)
-0.696
(0.240)
-0.296
(0.156)
188
1794

0.061
(0.069)
0.263
(0.104)
-0.622
(0.360)
-0.261
(0.197)
188
1794

0.056
(0.067)
0.257
(0.104)
-0.771
(0.323)
-0.764
(0.677)
188
1794

0.060
(0.067)
0.243
(0.100)
-1.664
(0.544)
-3.275
(2.522)
188
1794

0.065
(0.091)
0.147
(0.139)
-1.245
(0.610)
-0.958
(4.417)
188
1496

-1.22
(0.224)
-1.75
(0.080)
29.20
(0.302)
86.60
(0.190)

-1.21
(0.225)
-1.77
(0.077)
29.46
(0.291)
86.38
(0.195)

-1.21
(0.224)
-1.74
(0.082)
28.89
(0.316)
86.88
(0.185)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Notes: Wiusand WJKare the (pre-1990) proportionof a firm's patents with lead inventors located in the US and UK,
respectively. Standarderrorsin bracketsare robustto heteroskedacityand autocorrelationof unknownform and are clustered
by industry.The dependentvariablein columns 2 through5 is the log of value addeddivided by capital stock. The dependent
variablein columns 1 and 6 is the log of value added.The time period is 1990-2000. Columns I and 2 are estimatedby OLS.
Columns 3 to 5 are estimatedby SYS-GMM (one-step robuststandarderrors).In SYS-GMM (see Blundell and Bond, 2000)
the time-varying firm-level variables are assumed endogenous and all other variables are assumed strictly exogenous;
endogenous variables are instrumentedby levels lagged from two to five times in the differences equation and differences
lagged once in the levels equation, as well as by all exogenous variables and year and industry dummies. Column 6 is
estimated by the OP method (Olley and Pakes, 1996). In OP, we use a fourth-orderseries expansion in the first and second
stage (the second stage also includes a selection correction term). In OP, the standard errors are bootstrapped (100
replications)and allow for clusteringby firm. P-values for diagnostic tests are in bracketsand italics. All equations include
a full set of industrydummies and time dummies.

industry R&D are also positive, although not
statistically significant at conventional levels.
The latter result suggests that locating inventors in the UK is not important for domestic

spillovers, perhaps because firms find it easier
to tap into domestic spillovers through other
channels, for example, through membership
of trade organizations.
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Column 4 of Table 3 uses the refined geographical location measure WUs, which uses
only patents that cited at least one other patent
whose lead inventor was located in the US, as
discussed in the previous section.27Column 5
uses the most refined measure, which includes
only patents that cited at least one other patent
whose lead inventor was located in the US and
which was applied for within the previous three
years. The two refinementsbringthe measureof
inventor location closer to the concept of technology sourcing, although at the cost of using
thinnerslices of the patentsdata.It is reassuring
that the coefficient on our key interaction
(Ws * In(US R&Dj)) becomes increasingly
strong as we move from column 3 to column 5.
This is consistent with the notion that the measures are capturingwhat we intend, ratherthan
some other spuriousrelationship.28
Column6 of Table 3 reportsthe OP estimates
of the production function using the same refined definition of W,4s,as in column 5. The
coefficients on labor and capital are similar to
those in the earliercolumns. Most importantfor
our purposes, the interactionbetween US R&D
and US inventorlocation remainshighly significant (a coefficient of 0.130 with a standard
errorof 0.061).29
Overall, there appearsto be strong evidence
that the productivity growth of UK firms is
significantly higher if they had an inventive
27 The UK location measure WifK is refined in the same
way.
28It is interesting that the linear US location measures
WiLs are usually negative, suggesting that there is some
costs to locating inventors outside the home country (although, note that this term enters positively when the interactions are not included). The median marginal effect of
on productivityremainspositive (e.g., in column 3 the
Wi.s marginal effect is 0.03, and the median marginal
median
effect is positive in 10 out of 15 industries).It is also worth
noting that the coefficient on the UK interactionterm also
becomes more positive as the weights become more refined,
but the standard errors also increase markedly. This is
probably due to the lower propensity to cite UK patents,
resultingin the most refinedmeasureof WifKbeing equal to
zero for most of the firms.
29 The OP results are generated by a multistage procedure (see on-line Appendix B for details). The method is
close to that implemented by Griliches and Jacques
Mairesse (1998) in their firm-level R&D augmented production function on US firms. We obtained similar results
using the alternativeapproachof Thomas Buettner(2003).
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presence in the US priorto 1990 and operatein
an industrywith strong US R&D growth. This
is consistent with the technology sourcing hypothesis. The estimates are economically, as
well as statistically, significant. Our main results suggest that the 33-percentincrease in the
US R&D stock in manufacturingover 19902000 was associatedwith an averageincreasein
the level of TFP of 5 percent for the UK firms
in our sample, with the majorityof the benefits
accruing to firms with an innovative presence
in the US. This compares with an average 6percent-higherlevel of TFP associated with the
increase in firms' own R&D stocks over the
same period.30
B. FurtherInvestigations
We now consider several extensions to our
main results. First we investigate whethertechnology sourcingeffects are largest in industries
where the home country has "most to learn."
Second, we examine an alternativedefinitionof
Wf's and WifKusing the absolute number of
patents located in the US and UK ratherthan
patent shares. And third, our interpretationof
Wi's is that it reflects the location of innovative
activity and not other firm-level characteristics.
We investigate the robustness of this interpretation to three main concerns: (a) firms that
locate innovative activity in the US may also
locate more productionactivity there and/orexport more to the US; our results may thus be
picking up the effect of R&D in the US on
exportersor producersin the US; (b) our measure of the location of innovative activity may
actually be picking up unobserved heterogeneity in firms' "absorptivecapacity";(c) UK firms
that locate innovative activity in the US may
also be operatingin technological areasthat are
closer to US firms,and thereforeour measureof
geographicalproximitymay actuallybe picking
up technological proximity. Finally we discuss
variousotherrobustnesstests, such as including
30These numbers are calculated as the product of the
estimated elasticities from Table 3 and the percentage
change in the US and own R&D stocks over the 1990-2000
period. All three location weights gave similarestimates of
the contributionof US R&D to the average TFP growth of
our sample of firms.
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industry-specific time trends and estimating
patent citation equations.
IndustryHeterogeneity.-We divided industries into those where the TFP gap with the US
was large versus those where the TFP gap was
smaller (based on the median gap).31We found
that the key US interaction term was much
strongerin the sectors where the UK firms"had
the most to learn" from the US. This is illustratedin columns 1 and 2 of Table 4. Our main
coefficient of interestis more thantwice as large
and only statistically significant in the "highTFP gap industries."Note also that the coefficient on the firm's own R&D stock (R&Dit)is
strongerfor the sectorsthathave a high TFP gap
with the US. This is consistent with industrylevel evidence that R&D has a larger productivity impact in sectors that are furtherbehind
the technological frontier(see Rachel Griffithet
al., 2004).
We also examined symmetric regressions to
equation (4) for US firms to examine whether
there was evidence that US firms sourced technology from the UK (results available from the
authors on request). Although the relevant interaction term was positive, it was not significant at conventional levels. This is consistent
with the idea thatUS firmsbenefit less from UK
research because UK firms are furtherbehind
the technological frontier.32
PatentShareor PatentLevels?-As discussed
in Section II, a potentialalternativeto using the
share of lead inventors that are located in the
US would be to use the absolute number of
patentswith lead inventorsin the US (Pfs). Our
main concern about this approach is that the
numberof firms' patentswith lead inventorsin
the US is highly correlated with firms' total
numberof patents, and so could reflect the fact
that more innovative firms are better at using
foreign spillovers in general("absorptivecapacity") than using technology sourcingper se. We
discuss othertests of absorptivecapacitybelow,
The industry split is the same as that in Figure 1.
It could also be because only about 1.1 percentof US
firms' lead inventors are located in the UK, as shown in
Table 1, making it hard to identify technology sourcing
effects.
31

32
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but first we investigate this issue by using the
total number of patents with a US (UK) lead
inventor as the measure of W'is (WJK)in column 3 of Table 4 instead of the share measures
used in Table 3. The key interaction term
(PS In(USR&Dj,))is positive and significant
at the, 10-percentlevel in the equivalent "baseline" specificationto column 5 of Table 3. However, when we also include our preferred
interactionterm in column 4 of Table 4, (PiSI
Pi) * In(USR&Dj,),it enters with a positive and
significant coefficient. By contrast, the coefficient on the alternativeinteractionterm (using
the numberof patents) becomes smaller and is
no longer significant at even the 10-percent
level. These results suggest that our share measure is more highly correlatedwith technology
sourcing than the measure based on the total
numberof patents.
Location of Firm Sales.-A concern is that
W1isis proxying not only for the location of
innovative activity but also for the degree to
which UK firms have sales in the US, either
throughexports or throughproductionfacilities
located in the US. In orderto test this possibility, we used data on the geographicaldistribution of firms' sales across countriesto construct
firm-levelmeasuresof the averageproportionof
sales thatare in the US and the UK, denotedSis
and SUKrespectively.33When we enteredthese
measures of the location of sales in the same
way as W's and WiJKin the specifications in
Table 3, neither the interactionsnor the linear
terms entered significantly.In addition,our existing results were not affected.34
We then examined using a measure of the

33 The data needed to constructthis measure are available in at least one year for 88 percentof our firms.We use
it as a cross-sectional measure, as the time series variation
is limited and is likely to have a large noise component.The
(unweighted) means of the proportionof our firms' sales
that are in the US and UK are 19 percent and 48 percent,
respectively (see on-line Appendix A for details).
34 When only the location of sales interactionswas included, the coefficient (standard error) on the US sales
interactionterm (Ss * In(US R&Dj,)) was 0.018 (0.126).
When we also included our key inventor location interactions from column 5 of Table 3, the coefficient (standard
error)on the key US interaction(Wis * In(USR&Dj,))was
0.176 (0.067).
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TABLE4--R&D AUGMENTED
PRODUCTION
FUNCTIONRESULTS-FURTHERINVESTIGATIONS

Estimation method
Dependent variable
Sample
Location weight

In(L/K),
labour-capital
In(R&D),
firm R&D stock
Wis * In(US R&D)j,
% inventors in US *
In(US industry
R&D stock)
WfiK* In(UK R&D)j,
% inventors in
UK * In(UK
industryR&D
stock)
PUS* In(US
R&D)i,
Number of inventors
in US * In(US
industryR&D
stock)
PiUK* In(UK R&D),
Number of inventors
in UK * In(UK
industryR&D
stock)
Si * In(US R&D),
Share of foreign
sales * In(US
industry R&D
stock)
PROX,* In(US R&D)jt,
technologyproximity
to US * In(US
industryR&D stock)
Pi * In(US
R&D)t
Total number
of
patents* In(US
industryR&D
stock)
In(US R&D)1,
US industryR&D
stock
In(UKR&D)j,
UK industryR&D
stock
Wus
% inventors in US
WUK
% inventors in UK
total
Pis numberof US
inventors
pUK

total numberof UK
inventors

(1)

(2)

(4)

(5)

GMM

GMM

GMM

GMM

GMM

GMM

GMM

GMM

In(Y/K)i
Low TFP
gap with
USA
Location
& citation

In(Y/K)i,
All

In(Y/K)i,
All

In(Y/K)i,
All

In(Y/K),
All

Location &
citation

Location &
citation

In(Y/IK),
All with
foreign
sales data
Location &
citation

Location &
citation

Location &
citation

In(Y/K),
All with
foreign
sales data
Location &
citation

within3
years

within3
years

within3
years

within3
years

within3
years

within3
years

within3
years

within3
years

0.732
(0.070)
0.015
(0.009)
0.277
(0.138)

0.626
(0.119)
0.004
(0.013)
0.125
(0.093)

0.628
(0.071)
0.033
(0.013)
-

0.636
(0.069)
0.030
(0.013)
0.139
(0.062)

0.688
(0.071)
0.018
(0.012)
0.178
(0.062)

0.628
(0.066)
0.031
(0.013)
0.146
(0.051)

0.638
(0.068)
0.028
(0.013)
0.160
(0.053)

0.682
(0.072)
0.027
(0.013)
0.147
(0.058)

0.439
(0.279)

0.068
(1.326)

0.308
(0.251)

0.414
(0.274)

0.220
(0.300)

0.340
(0.283)

0.298
(0.290)

0.874
(0.457)

0.623
(0.473)

.

0.553
(2.475)

1.436
(2.532)

.

In(Y/K)Oi,
High TFP
gap with
USA
Location
& citation

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.084
(0.062)

()(7)

-

0.113
(0.082)
-

(8)>

-

0.047
(0.058)

-

0.064
(0.119)

0.080
(0.042)

0.095
(0.060)

0.384
(0.170)

0.006
(0.068)

0.082
(0.066)

0.061
(0.067)

0.025
(0.076)

0.051
(0.067)

0.056
(0.067)

0.031
(0.072)

0.417
(0.158)

0.008
(0.130)

0.240
(0.108)

0.220
(0.101)

0.240
(0.109)

0.231
(0.097)

0.221
(0.101)

0.227
(0.107)

-2.843
(1.536)
-3.487
(2.450)

-1.203
(0.843)
-0.351
(8.760)

-1.778
(0.625)
-3.496
(2.352)

-1.394
(0.505)
-1.460
(2.542)

-1.532
(0.535)
-2.811
(2.440)

-1.488
(0.574)
-2.184
(2.345)

-9.219
(4.895)

-1.323
(0.609)
-2.434
(2.171)
-6.639
(5.044)

-11.239
(21.745)

-17.295
(22.004)

-

-

-

-

.

.
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TABLE
4-Continued.

Estimation
method
Dependent variable

Sample
Locationweight

(1)
GMM
In(Y/IK)it

HighTFP
gapwith
USA
Location
& citation
within3
years

(2)
GMM

(3)
GMM

(4)
GMM

(5)
GMM

(6)
GMM

(7)
GMM

(8)
GMM

In(Y/IK)t

In(Y/IK)i,

In(Y/IK)i,

In(Y/K),

In(Y/IK)i,

In(Y/IK),t

In(Y/K)i

Location&
citation
within3
years

Location&
citation
within3
years

LowTFP
All
gapwith
USA
Location Location&
& citation citation
within3
within3
years
years

Location&
citation
within3
years

-

-

Si

All

-

-0.627

%of salesthatare
foreign

PROX,

All

-

All

-

(0.568)
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

All with
foreign
salesdata
Location&
citation
within3
years
-0.191

(0.543)
-1.514

-

(0.773)

technology
proximityto US *
Pi

All with
foreign
salesdata
Location&
citation
within3
years

-

-1.029

(1.108)
-0.959

-1.085

Totalnumberof
patents
Firms

99

89

188

188

166

188

188

166

Observations

938

856

1794

1794

1599

1794

1794

1599

1st order serial
correlationtest
test
correlation
(p-value)

-1.11

-2.46

2ndorderserial

-0.14

correlation
coe-lation
(p-value)

Sargandifference
test (p-value)

Sargantest of
overidentifying
restrictions
(p-value)

(0.477)

(0.267)

(0.014)

-1.92

-1.21
(0.224)

-1.94

-1.21
(0.224)

-1.90

-1.12
(0.262)

-1.87

-1.22
(0.224)

-1.93

-1.21
(0.224)

-1.87

(0.668)

-1.12
(0.261)

-2.12

(0.888)

(0.055)

(0.052)

(0.057)

(0.061)

(0.053)

(0.062)

(0.034)

14.98

25.52

30.06

28.86

31.25

30.36

27.67

33.53

(0.958)

(0.490)

(0.265)

(0.317)

(0.219)

(0.253)

(0.375)

(0.147)

77.87

69.38

87.63

87.22

91.46

88.76

85.58

94.19

(0.419)

(0.691)

(0.170)

(0.178)

(0.109)

(0.150)

(0.212)

(0.077)

Notes: "High TFP gap"indicatesthose industrieswhere the TFP gap with the US was above the median (see Figure 1). WiJs
and WUKare the (pre-1990) proportionof a firm's inventors located in the US and UK, respectively. PUs and PfK are the
(pre-1990) number of inventorslocated in the US and UK, respectively. Si is the proportionof firm sales that are foreign,
PROX,is the technologicalproximityof firm i to the US industryj. Standarderrorsin bracketsundercoefficients are robust
to heteroskedacity and autocorrelationof unknown form. The time period is 1990-2000. All columns are estimated by
SYS-GMM (one-step robust standarderrors).The time-varyingfirm-level variables are assumed endogenous and all other
variables are assumed exogenous. Endogenous variables are instrumentedby levels lagged from two to five times in the
differences equation and differences lagged once in the levels equation, as well as by all exogenous variablesand year and
industrydummies. P-values of diagnostictests are in bracketsand italics. All equationsinclude a full set of industrydummies
and time dummies.

averageshareof firms' sales thatwere not in the
UK, denoted Si. This includes sales in the US,
other European countries, and the rest of the
world, and as such can be seen as an overall
measure of the internationalizationof a firm's
sales. When we interactedthis measurewith US
R&D in the same way as described above, the
interactionterm was positive and significant.35
The fact that the interactionof US R&D with

35The coefficient on the interaction(Si * In(US R&D1,))
was 0.122, with a standarderrorof 0.059.

this general internationalizationmeasure entered significantly, while the interaction with
the firms' averageproportionof sales in the US
did not, suggests that the relevantcharacteristic
may be some kind of unobservedheterogeneity
relating to selling abroad,ratherthan selling in
the US particularly.However, in column 5 of
Table 4 we add this interaction to the final
specificationin column 5 of Table 3. The interaction with the proportionof sales outside the
UK (Si * In(US R&Dj)) becomes insignificant,
and our previous results are again essentially
unchanged.This providesfairly strongevidence
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that our key inventor location measure Wi"sis
capturing something more than just the geographical location of firms' sales.
KnowledgeSpilloversor TechnologicalProximity?-Another concernwith our interpretation
is that the UK firms that have more inventorsin
the US may also have closer "technological
proximity"to the US. Consequently,our interaction may merely be picking up the fact that
US R&D is more likely to benefit these firms,
and has nothing to do with the fact that these
UK firms have inventors located in the US. To
investigate this possibility we constructa measure of technological proximity between our
UK firms and US industriesfollowing the Jaffe
(1986) method. We used data from the NBER
USPTO-Compustatmatch (describedin Hall et
al., 2001) to calculate an industry-specifictechnological profile for the US using the average
share of patents in each of the 623 technology
classes in the USPTO. We then calculated the
uncenteredcorrelationcoefficient between each
of our UK firms and their correspondingUS
industry (see on-line Appendix A for more details). In column 6 of Table 4 we include this
proximity measure in the baseline specification
from column 5 of Table 3, both interactedwith
US R&D and on its own. Although the coefficient on this proximity measure interaction is
positive, it is not significantly different from
zero. Furthermorethe coefficient on our inventor location interaction remains positive and
significant at the 5-percent level.36
Absorptive Capacity.-Another interpretational difficulty arises if the inventor location
term simply reflects the firm's total innovative
efforts. For example, if UK firmswith inventors
located in the US are more innovative, and if
innovative firms absorb international knowledge more easily, this could account for the
positive interaction.As discussed above, using
the share of patents as a measure of location

36 Using the whole 1975-1999 period instead of just the
presampleinformationto constructthis alternativeproximity weight, and including it in this regression, gave similar
qualitative results as did using a proximity based on the
whole of the US instead of the industry-specificprofile.
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goes some way toward dealing with this.37
However, to test the absorptive capacity hypothesis, we includedfurtherinteractionsof the
spillover measureswith indicatorsof the firm's
overall inventiveness. In column 7 of Table
4, for example, we interactthe firm's total number of patentsin the 1975-1989 period with the
US R&D term to confirmthat the results on the
location interactions are not driven by more
innovative firms having higher "absorptivecapacity"than less innovative firms. Althoughthe
interactionis positive and significant at the 10percent level, the inventor location interaction
remainspositive and significantat the 5-percent
level. We also experimented with using the
firm's average level of R&D as an alternative
measure of innovation, and the results were
similar.38
The concern over absorptivecapacity is similar to the concern that Wi"sreflects some other
form of unobservedheterogeneity.39To address
this, we calculated two further measures of
firm-level heterogeneityusing presampleinformation. We used the presamplemean wage as a
measure of worker quality and presampleTFP
as a measure of firm quality. Both terms were
insignificant when interacted with US R&D,
and our main results were not affected.40
Other Robustness Tests of the Production
FunctionResults.-In the final column of Table
4, we include the extra variableswe used above
in our robustnesstests, i.e., the controls for the
location of firm sales, technological proximity,
and absorptivecapacity.Despite this very stringent test, the coefficient on the key interaction
term, Wivs* In(USR&Dt), remainspositive and

37For example, the cross-firm correlationbetween the
most refinedUS location weight and averageR&D intensity
is only 0.08.
38 The coefficient on the interaction of the firm's own
R&D and US industry R&D was 0.004, with a standard
errorof 0.003.
39It could also be that US R&D is intrinsically more
productive, so the interactionis merely picking up "R&D
quality" (e.g., if UK firms in the US hired the best scientists). To test this, we interactedthe firm's own R&D with
W~is.The coefficient was insignificant, whereas we would
expect it to be significantly positive if US R&D was of
higher quality.
40 The t-statisticswere 0.03 and 0.01, respectively.
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significant at the 5-percentlevel. We also conducted a large number of other robustness
checks. First, we included industry-levelvalue
added(at both two- andthree-digitlevels) in the
US and in the UK to check that the results are
not driven by industry-level shocks correlated
with R&D. None of the value-addedterms was
significant.We also included interactionsof industry-level value added with WiUsand WTUK.
None of these interactionswas significant,and
the interaction of US R&D with Wis was unaffected. Second, we included industry-specific
trends to account for different rates of exogenous technological progress across industries.
Again, none of the key results was affected.41
Third, we lagged all the industry-level R&D
terms by one period, so that they could be
considered predetermined.Again, the main results were not affected.42We also considered
whetherthe key results were driven by firms in
particularindustries. For example, if we drop
the chemicals/pharmaceuticalsindustry, which
is the most R&D-intensive UK industryin our
sample, our results still hold, with a coefficient
(standarderror) on the key interactionterm of
0.213 (0.069).
As a final robustnesstest, we follow recent
studies by using citationsas a direct measureof
knowledge spillovers (full results are contained
in Griffith et al., 2004).43 Consistent with our
results above, we find that patents taken out by
UK firms with lead inventorslocated in the US
are more likely to cite other US inventorsthan
patentstaken out by UK firmswithouta US lead
inventor.44In addition,if we look at those UK
firmsthathave a high proportionof patentswith
lead inventorsin the US (high Wfis),but consider
their patents with lead inventors located in the

41 When we includedindustrytrends,the linearUS R&D
term became significantly positive, suggesting some positive spillovers to firms with no US inventors.However, this
result was not robust to different specifications and time
periods.
42 In an equivalent specification to that of column 5 of
Table 3, the coefficient on the key interaction variable,
R&D *WUS,was equal to 0.177 with a standarderror of

0.540.

43 See Jaffe et al. (1993), Branstetter(forthcoming),or
Singh (2003).
44 In carryingout this analysis, we exclude self citations
(citations by a firm to one of its own patents).
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UK, we find that these UK-based inventors are
not more likely to cite US inventors. In other
words, the high citation rates of high WisSfirms
to other US inventors seem to be precisely because these UK firms have many US-based inventors. These results supportour findings:UK
firms with inventorslocated in the US are more
able to benefit from localized US spillovers
precisely because of the presence of those inventors in the US, and not because of some
other firm-level characteristicthat is correlated
with having inventors located in the US.
IV. Summaryand Conclusions
The results presented in this paper provide
strong evidence for the existence of knowledge
spillovers associated with technology sourcing.
The idea thatforeign firmsmight invest in R&D
activity in a technologically advanced country
such as the US in orderto gain access to spillovers of new "tacit"knowledge has been suggested in the business literature,but we know of
no studies that have attemptedto find evidence
for this in observed productivityoutcomes.
Our main results suggest that the increase in
the US R&D stock in manufacturingbetween
1990 and 2000 was associatedwith, on average,
a 5-percent-higherlevel of TFP for the UK
firms in our sample, with the majority of the
benefits accruing to firms with an innovative
presence in the US. This compares with an
average 6-percent-higherlevel of TFP associated with the increase in their own R&D stocks
over the same period.
Increases in US R&D in the 1990s seem to
have had major benefits for the UK economy,
and, by implication,for many othercountriesin
the world. We should stress that,because we do
not have a convincing instrumentfor the location of inventive activity, and thus rely on presample information, we can interpret these
results only as associations, and not as causal
relations. Nonetheless, we believe that they are
suggestive, and an interestingextension of our
methods would be to replicate the findings for
other countries. A larger stock of US R&D
should also increase the incentives for multinationals to locate R&D in the US, which is indeed what has occurred.Futureresearch needs
to show to what extent this movement in R&D
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is driven by technology sourcing rather than
other potential causes.
Our result has interesting implications for
policy. Governmentsare generallykeen to promote higher levels of domestic R&D activity,
and the member states of the EuropeanUnion
have agreed on a target to raise the level of
R&D spending within the EuropeanUnion to 3
percent of GDP. Our results suggest that policies that seek to achieve this targetby inducing
Europeanmultinationalsto relocate their existing R&D efforts away from the US and toward
Europecould be counterproductive,as they may
reduce the ability of Europeanfirms to benefit
from US-based R&D spillovers.
From an American perspective, our results
suggest that while US R&D does generatelarge
spillover benefits for the rest of the world, foreign firms must actually invest in innovative
activity in the US in order to reap the full
benefits. When it comes to internationaltechnology spillovers, it seems there is no such
thing as a completely free lunch.
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